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Step 3 What can be said about step three that the Alcoholics
Anonymous book doesn’t already cover in such

masterly detail? I can say this; no matter how many
years go by, no matter how much I grow, and no matter
how many thousands of times I read pages 60-63 in our

book, I come down with a case of mental gooseflesh
every time I read them. To make it even more mind

blowing it was suggested to me to read starting with the
paragraph which starts out “The first requirement” and

read in the first person. Example: Instead of “The first
requirement is that we be convinced that any life run on
self will can hardly be a success.”  Read it this way: “The
first requirement is that I be convinced that any life run

on self will can hardly be a success.” Then carry on
reading every sentence that way. If you are not

convinced it is necessary to turn your will and your life
over to the care of God as you understand Him, try this

out. If you are like me and if you suffer from what I suffer
from, every statement will describe you perfectly and
the reason for making the decision will be very clear. 

-Dan D
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Tradtion 3
Tradition 3 of Alcoholics Anonymous

holds a special place in my heart, which
highlights the essential principle that

the only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop drinking. This tradition
emphasizes inclusivity, affirming that
anyone grappling with alcoholism is

welcome, irrespective of their
background or beliefs.

Andrew T.



SPRING VETSNEW
breakfast

groupmeeting
Doors open at

8:30am
Breakfast at 9am
Speaker at 10am

Hockessin
memorial hall

Rte 41 and Yorklyn
Rd,

Hockessin, DE
$15/Ticket

business10x@icloud.com  |  269-532-0847  
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We're on the lookout for 12-step buddies in the
southern half of New Castle County!

Call NDIAA office at 302-655-5113

7pm-Sunday
“New lease on

life”
Union United

Methodist
Church

345 School Bell
Rd

Bear, DE

Saturday 7pm
VA Hospital

1601 kirkwood
highway

*Come one come
all!!!

A History of Alcoholics Anonymous 
March 23rd, 2024
11:30AM-2:30PM

Limestone Presbyterian Chruch



The Enchanted Boulevard
of Wall Street.

Bill's journey led him to the
vibrant streets of Wall

Street, where he excelled for
a period, offering valuable
insights within the realm of

brokerage. However, amidst
his achievements, a shadow

lingered—a storm of
uncertainties that shrouded

his days in a dense fog.
Despite the apparent

prosperity, it proved to be
transient, a mere illusion. As

his yearning for more
intensified, the fateful year

of 1929 arrived, plunging the
market into chaos and

signaling ominous times
ahead. In the waning years

of the decade, Bill discerned
the gathering storm,

forewarning of darker days
on the horizon.

Few would dispute that the crash
of 1929 was the worst in history.

Not only did it produce the largest
stock market decline; it also

contributed to the Great
Depression, an economic crisis

that consumed virtually the entire
decade of the 1930s.
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Do you have a sponsor?
Do you talk to your sponsor?
Do you have a home group?
Do you have a commitment?

 What’s your primary purpose?

How’s your ego?
Are you praying?

Do you trust God?
Whos will are you living?

Are you turning your thoughts
over to someone you can

help?


